Modifications from previous version

1) title modified according with instructions

2) Authors’ qualifications removed

3) short title removed

3a) financial support removed as not existing in acknowledgments

4) key words erased

5) Authors’ approval

6) “Conclusions” added in the abstract

7) TEXT changed into Backgrounds

9) **Methods**: ………P3L21…. Five patients (age 60 ± 9 years, 5 males, 2 with previous inferior myocardial infarction – patient 1 and 2), having a good echocardiographic window for the lateral wall, scheduled for coronary arteriography, were studied after informed consent was given.

10) Fig 1 has been replaced with a better one

11) **Methods**: ……………P4L5. The sample volume of pulsed Doppler was placed on the epicardial layer of the lateral wall in the basal and mid portions…………P4L8 The only reference structure relied……

12) **Discussion**…P5L14 a clinical application in the practice in some centres.

13) **Limitations** P6L16 not certain about; P6 L18 when;

13) references modified according with instructions